conditions seem to be assuming a brighter hue now that winter is over the hump, according to several local seed and fertilizer dealers who have reported brisk and encouraging sales.

Entertainment Committee Gives Thanks

The Entertainment committee of the Golf Show and Convention desires to thank every member of the N. A. G. A. who visited New York City during the Convention for their kind support and assistance, without which we should not have been able to carry out to a successful finish the greatest Convention and Golf Show in history.

For the support of our many friends and guests who visited us during that time we are very grateful. To one and all of our exhibitors we desire to extend our sincere thanks for their kind co-operation and hope that each one will have gained to the same extent as we have, the deep satisfaction of renewing acquaintances and forming new friendships which only comes to those of us who have the good fortune to be able to attend these Conventions.

Entertainment Committee,
John Anderson.